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3 LACK MOUNTAIN COLLEGE

Professor Norbert Wiener
la ssachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

BLACK MOITTT'TN, N. C.

August 1, 1954

My dear Professor Wiener:

On
lewllos of Black Mt College, I
Lf you will become a member of
College.

behalf of the Faculty and Board of
have the deep pleda®™ire to ask you
the new Advisory Council of the

The purpose of the Council is to demon-
strate that leadlng scholars, artists and citizens know of the work
of the College and believe in the principles of education on which
1t was founded and has thriven for twenty years, Nothing more: that
ls, membership on the Council asks nothing of the members other than
their readiness, by thelr membership, to stand forth as recommenders
of Black Mountain College în îts work.

It 1s a great happlness to us that we
understand you are willing to be a member of our Advisory Council
and this invitation to you 1s wholehearted and unamimous from all
of use We are honored to carry your name as a member,

Respectfully yours,
+

(
Char’ Dent

TS “vllege



Dr. Norbert Wiener,
c/o Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Dear Dr. Wiener:-

August 1 - 1954

Your book " The Human Use of Human Beings,"
contains the prediction, " we will have the completely auto-
matic factory within twenty years if we do not have a war or
within five years if we do have a war. A casual study of
automobile journals ( Automotive Industries ) will convince
the most skeptical of the accuracy of your prediction. Auto-
mation, the auto makers new word for automatic production, is
confined to the making of automobiles. It can be observed in
511 operations requiring extraneous energye.

not

Automation poses problems. This, writer believes that wealth
is the creation of goods of intinsic value and that the wages
of the workers who produce this wealthis or should be the sole
basis of all taxation for maintenance of govermments. If this
be true, then tre wages of salesmen, advertising men, etc. are
parasitical and so are the taxes levied by the state on things
purchased as well as the taxes levied by cities and others on
things owned. However, it is not possible because of the con-
stantly increasing costs of governments to take all taxes out
of production wages. Therefcre, Congress and all manner of tax
levying bodies are taxing all things as much as possible with-
out regard for the cost ef goods to the ultimate consumer or
for ethical origin. All of this proves that Automation is not
the villain wrecking our economy, but is the multiplicity of
taxes and the excessive gouging by all concerned in the pro-
duction and distribution of goods and services. The constantly
increasing cost of crime should also be added. Only those in on
the take are satisfied to see a continuance of these conditions,
even unto such vile conclusion pictured by George Crwell in his
hook " 1984 ",

As indicated in a letter to you in 1951, two thousand men and
women including the writer quit the organization called Tech-
nocracy ( it seemed to have the answer ) because the leader
was hell-bent on maintaining a one man fascistic organization.
Since 1948 ( date of the breakup ) I have traveled many thous-
ands of miles to confer with former leaders in the movement in
the hopes of formulating a plan which would provide for the
many thousands of our citizens who are unable to think for
themselves a reasonable share in the wealth being produced
automatically. Most of the people talked to were professional
or semi-professional and had been aware of social conditions
for a long time.



My reason for writing you is to ask that you check the possibility
of using Constitutional Credit in place of present National Debt
{ the distribution of Credit after costs of government are taken
out ). Can it be sufficient to purchase all family requirements
and can anyone prove it to be un-American, These are the three
problems in the attached crude plan contained herewith, and are
causing me much worry. Thus far this has been a oneman job and
not having had a formal education it is quite difficult.

It is my intention to distribute this plan to the thousands of
socially minded people now on my mailing list. Knowing of the
tremendous efforts put forth by the Tedhnocrats in the west, I
feel sure that this plan will have desirable results even as
soon as the coming election in November-- that is, if I can get
into final form and in the mail by September 15.

It is not my intention to impose on anyone or to bring anyone
ony undesired publicity and in replying you may desire to remain
anonymous, in which case you may send me an unsigned letter or
telephone me, You are one of America's foremost Citizens on whom
we common folk-must rely. As you say in you recent edition " The
hour is very late, and the choice of good and evil knocks atvour
oor." Will vou please help ?

3incerely,
—

JY cnr.” Vso.
;

Harry L. Walters, Sre

ER| 4

Re De 1 Box 4 l4 9
Tni i

miontown, Ohio.
Pe Se. The writer is much releaved by your statement on page 162
where you say " 1 have participated in two big meetings with
representatives of business management, and I have been delighted
to see that awareness on the part of a great many of those
present of the social dangers of our new technology and the
social obligations of those responsible for management to see
that the new modalities are used for the benefit of man, « « o "
Seems that some are not as cold blooded as we thought. Maybe my
plan is not the complete answer but it may be a start.

r77 f
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ARTHRITIS AND METABOLIC DISEASES

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF DENTAL RESEARCH

NATIONAL HEART INSTITUTE

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
NATIONAL MICROBIOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES AND BLINDNESS

[HE CLINICAL CENTER

DIVISION OF RESEARCH GRANTS

August 2, 1954

In reply refer
bo: BF-5075

Dr. Archie R, Tunturi
Jniversitv or Oregon

Medical School
3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Road
Portland ]. Oragon

yaar Dr Tuntur”

It is with great pleasure that I inform you that the
Surgeon General has approved your application for - ‘wie
{ealth Service Research Fellowship, the terms of whica are
set forth in the Statement of Award attached. You will alsu
find certain additional information and instructions in the
Award Letter Supnlement.

We earnestly hope that you will find the tenure of
tnis Fellowship both pleasant and pr« itabls. 1° we 1 be
of assistance a anv time, please do not hesitate t
Oo. LA a

2

Vp

Ernes' Allen. Chief
Nae~aren Grants

Niener
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DEPARTMENT. OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

BETHESDA 14, MARYLAND

STATEMENT OF RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP AWARD

FELLOWSHIP IDENTIFICATION

NAME OF RECIPIENT: Dr. Archie R. Tunturi
BF=5075

TYPE OF AWARD: Spr +"

1 In-’7+-+4 of Neurological Di--=#-s and Blindness

EFFECTIVE DATE NO LATER THAN: February 1, 1955

SPONSOR: Dr, Norbar* T7” mar

DEPARTMENT: Mathematics

INSTITUTION: Massachusetts Institute of Technology

ADDRESS: Cambridge, Massachuse Fo|

PERIOD OF THIS AWARD: One Ve Se

Provided the necessary funds are appropriated by
the Congress, additional support will be given as
Iollows: None

STIPEND:

ALLOWANCES:

DEPENDENTS

GA 750

TRAVEL

TOTAL 250

The first stipend check will be for the first calendar month or part thereof of Fellowship duty and travel
allowance, if any, as indicated above. The Supply Grant (see Award Supplement attached) must be requested in
vour behalf by your sponsor within 30 days after you enter on duty.

JATE_ June
CHIEF. DIVISION OF RESEARCH GRANTS



DEADLINES FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS HAVE BEEN ABOLISHED
DEADLINES | z .
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POSTDOCTORATE AND SPECIAL
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

MEDICAL SCIENCES AND RELATED FIELDS

offered by

DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA 14, MARYLAND

Applications will be received at any time of the year. Notification can
be given three to four months after receipt of the application.

POSTDOCTORATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS: These Fellowships are
awarded to qualified persons holding Ph.D., M.D., D.D.S. or other
equivalent degrees in the medical sciences. The stipend is
$3,400 a year plus a $350 dependency allowance for spouse and
each dependent child. Postdoctorate Fellows must show unusual
interest in some specialized scientific fields related to health and
show evidence that they expect to follow a career in medical or

related research. Awards are given for one year, but commitment
for a second year will be considered when requested by the Fellow
and sponsor.

SPECIAL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS: These advanced Fellowships are

awarded to qualified applicants who have a doctor’s degree, or
equivalent, in medicine or related fields and, in addition, have
demonstrated unusual competence for research and require special=~
ized training for a specific problem. Stipend is determined by the
Surgeon General.

For further information and application blanks write to:

National Institutes of Health
Division of Research Grants

Research Fellowships Branch
Bethesda 14, Maryland
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9 PARK STREET BOSTON 7
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Dear Dr. wiener:

Thank you for your very exhaustive
reply to my cuestions. I am very grateful
and nope we will be able to make good use
of it.

&amp; €

voir

127 certainly see tnat you get
anything we send out in time for

Llie-pencil it.

i

diner ke T yours,

Dr. worber: “iene.
South Tanvortn
New Hainoshire

JL:edr



Robert Greig Melrose P. O. Box 1254 Scotia, N. Y. Tel. 3-2457

fugust 2 1954

Mr Norbert Wiener Ph.D
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Boston Mass,

Dear Sir,
I am taking the liberty of requesting vour assistance

on the matter of an equation for the construction of a complex
curve,

You are probably aware of the overation of a Bacharach
Chronomatic Indicator; an instrument for determining the indicated
horse power of diesel engines, A continuous curve is drawn on a
strip of paper wound round a drum which revolves at a specif. ”
rate of speed.

The curve beging with the compression stroke and somewhere
near the top dead center oil injection takes place with a rise
in pressure, then the subsequent expansion curve.

If firing takes place before top dead center - and it usuallv
does - the compression curve is not completed on this diagram and
in order to obtain the top dead center it is necessary to cut out
the fuel and thus obtain an air curve alone, This is sometimes not
advisable if the engine is on full load however if the final
compression pressure was known(from some previous reading or from
manufacturers data) could the curve be constructed?

Taking a concfete example. The maximum compression
is 550psig and the starting pressure 2ivsig(supercharged)., It will
not be an adiabatic curve as some heat will be lost to cooling
water and radiation however the factor that introduces the confusion
in the case is the variable speed of the piston, Here is a rough
skecth of the curves, i

1 x -

Pe ST =

cd 0e

Thi Cn two cvele engine



Robert Greig Melrose P. O. Box 1254 Scotia, N. Y. Tel. 3-2457

As you are probably aware the mean effective pressure is found
by subtracting the area of the compression side from the area of the
power side and dividing by the distance from the top dead center
to the bottom dead center and multiplying by the scale of the spring
used,

It is not expected that extreme accuracy will be obtained as the
instrument itself is al owed a latitude of 8% overall error and also
there is the possibility that the compression pressure might have decline
sonewhat since last taken due to piston ring wear or liner wear, It
is thought however that some slight adjustment could be made in this
connection also as measurements on the maximum pressure curve
compared with a measurement on the curve recently taken, at a
point just before combustion starts, would provide a rough guide as to
the ultimate loss in compression pressure,

I would be extremely grateful if you could develove this
formula for me as it would simplify matters considerably.

If professor Luffborough is still with you will you give him
my regards and ask him if he remembers out tour cŸ Dublin, Ireland
looking for hotel accomodations.

CFoa- v3 sincerely,





10 Kilburn Road
Belmont, Massachusetts
August 3, 195k

Dear Norbert:

[ have just obtained a result that, I believe, is a substantial ad-
vance toward the proof of your theorem. Oddly enough, it does not in-
volve any but the simplest properties of the differential-space
listribution.

Let the orthonormal set Ÿ (x) be eigenfunctions of a quantum
{amiltonian, with eigenvalues Hj:

H C(x) = Hy P(x),

while the orthonormal set X ¢ (x) are eigenfunctions of some other
Hermitian operator R, with eigenvalues R,

R X (x) =R, ¥X.(x)

(1

(2

Corresponding to these two sets resnertively, we have the Gaussianly
distributed quantities

5, (3): [dX (00) C (9) ant lo Go [dE EX, (0. (&gt;
We are given, a wave function @ (x.t), which e+ + = O has coefficients
ay and by when expanded in the Gyl..) and ,  ) respectively:

a’ (+)
(La)

( y

As Ÿ (x,t) develops in time, the °
which are simply

C i

A€t) =a, (

are represented by quantities ay’

{ 5°

since the ¥ (x) are H eigenfunctions. The coefficients b, are similarly
represented by functions of time b, (t), but we don't need the (more
complicated) expansion of these for this proof. The same time develop-
ment of Ÿ (x) also implies a natural motion of the coefficients originally

squal to Ec (x) and L (cA) , and we call these time-varying quantities



% CRY. and le A, t) respectively; again, the present work does not
require that we write down the matrix elements of the transformation.

Now let's talk plain "classical" quantum mechanics for a while.
The expectation value of R when the wave function is Ww (x,t) is, as a
function of time,

FR) [F(R W(x) dx

- (a . (€) EF /

(7

*

ç

’

I (0 =

Jr

!
—_— ; [

~~

| ( F0
7 (8

q
EL

fm

Then, putting in the exponential time-dependence of the a,(t)'s from
eq. (5), and nc’ing thau (in view of (2)),

\
{

we get

ER
5

c..

|
&gt; 7

y - (11;

We now define the time average of a function
OC LIT —

(

Cl F(t) = = | L(e “+

over an interval

(77

Then for sufficiently large T, assuming all H; different, we get from
f(11),

oo
U- E (R- 7

L

(7

showing the usual disappearance of cross-terms.

Now we go over to differential-space theory.
&gt;f probabilities we obtain

By a simple compounding



ray 5EC
ft.

%(€)- 7,
_ es 7

* 5 . {
—

à

(12

where P (t) is the joint probability that, at time t, H =H, and R = P,
for an chosen at random, i.e., ’

Go)!
2.00) fo NEO rq, 10) M AO! yo

la. @&amp;t)| la, (A lc (xX. ¢t)] /(, al
7

Je average the expression (14) exactly as we did (11), and obtain

Nt

sR
—
N

L Ce PR, ©.
(16)

Tquating the two expressions (13) and (16) for Cte E (7) , we ob-
tain ’

LR,
1 / J la &gt;") C1 Cir Fo (6 &gt; D. (17;

Now, all quantities in the braces in eq. (17) depend only on the eigen-
functions of R, whereas the eigenvalues R y are independent of the eigen-
functions, and may in fact be imagined as variable at will while keeping
the coefficients of the R; in the first sum of (17) fixed. We may then
conclude from (17) that these coefficients individually must vanish, giving

“ei
) (18°

for all

Thus far there seems to be nothing new in the discussion, but I believe
that we never before bothered to write down eq. (18), perhaps because it
seemed too obvious. Nonetheless a brief inspection of this equation
yields a lerma that I think y—"*s new insight into the problem.

+
Let us factor la: out of the summand of eq. (18), to give

7, Ja: 1 J) U1 le

—

- Frit)
- fF  70. (19)

Now, IF (and this admittedly big IF is the main thing here), the quantity
In braces in this equation is independent of all the /a bs [Ys the fact
that the / all “are essentially independently variable quantities (the
save function ‘/ (x,6) being arbitrary within wide limits) will give us



the identical vanishing of the quantities in braces, or

Que, Fes (+) = las!" | Li | * ; (20

which is the result you have been looking for, or at least an important
speclal case of it.

+ Û

Now to discuss the "IF, / U..| is independent of all the [a
so all] we would need is _

JS — 2

Ja? |* Cnr Fe; (+) = a quantity iw dependent of all thea ® | (21)
L.e., we have by this argument reduced the proof of (20) to the proof of
the apparently much easier (2) . Note that thus in principle the proof
of (31) need not require the evaluation of Cou =j (€) at all, whereas
the latter is what we have till now been trying to do.

I realize that it may turn out that (21) is not in fact any easier
than (20). But it looks easier, and I hope you agree that it does open
an essentially new avenue toward the eventual proof. In particular, the
work above gives me new faith that (21) is true, since (21) seems like
such a "possible" result, if you think about it for a while.

I have been working very hard on the "general interpretation" paper,
and it 1s now about three-quarters finished. I have also been pushing
the joint probability calculation, i.e., the evaluation of the integral
vith the "when positive" integrand, I don't think it's impossible. In
order to smooth the way, I started by evaluating it for a two-dimensional
jifferential space (not a two-by-two matrix transformation of an n-dimen-
sional differential space, which is harder), and have succeeded in doing
this, The result is, for a transformation

(!=(ri€ H where € is small,

hd

si F. [a le lH a Coa
+

’

nm, -
- 3 cam /,

her

© 5 quadrant

and &amp; = Arg
J

[ am now working on the case of a three-dimensional differential-space,
and have been so encouraged by the way the difficulties have been melting
away that I think it can be done. If I am right in this, I think it
would be fair to conclude that the n-dimensional result is obtainable.



On August fourteenth we hope to leave for a three-week vacation. We
are buying a tent and hope to camp for two weeks on a lake in the
Adirondacks——there are public campsites where every tent site faces dir-
actly on the lake. The only problem is the baby, but with a bit of added
squipment for him, such as a portable crib and play-pen, which we already
have, we are sure it can be done. We had no vacation last year, since
Jeffrey's arrival prevented this, and we are both desperate for this es-
cape.

I am pushing the "general interpretation" paper very hard in the hope
of getting it off before we leave, If I succeed in finishing it in time,
I shall telephone you in the hope that I can bring it up for your approval,
So don't be surprised if you get a call from me late this or early next
week,

1 just received your letter and found it very interesting, but have
not had enough time on it to offer any comments as yet. I shall trans-
mit your message to Vallée, As for working with him, I shall be here for
only tendeys more and will be spending almost all my time on writing up
the paper during this period. It's too bad that his visit is so brief
and allows so little maneuvering space, because it would have been nice
Lo work with him. As you know, I did spend some time bringing him up to
jate on our problems, but we did not get beyond this point. I would say,
by the way, that he shows an excellent grasp of the ideas.

Please give our best regards to Margaret, and also to Barbara and
Toby, and to Peggy, when they arrive
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I found myself in in the cuentun theory business, but
the new end positive result with which I have renlaced
It looks better than ever. I now hove the following
outside encrroments coriînr un sometine durine the
acadeæenic venr.

(1) I am keynoting the cit ‘~a meating
in Philndel; lin this Sentember v 711 on longe
time feecbrelza in plarnine which I em erfihbine from
ny ra vet unnublished manuseri-t en invention.

(2) The Stavid Tirrinoerinr Company ie rettino
cone consultation out of me concerning the instrumentation
-€ airplanes. lere I am melintalning the theels vhich

very welcome to them that the cvintore'! chief _oh
+8 to determine policy but not to furnish excesrcively
quick time renoctionee From the noint of” view of mrthe-
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faur letter of July 30 concerning that invitation
from the “etioral University of Mexico finds me in
A situstion which I think I chould recount to you in
loetaile In the first place, I have spent four or five
visite in Mexico and rerard the country énd the Univers”
and the whole Intellectual milieu with preat affection
in which my wife joins me. Other thânps beinr equal,
nothing would delirht me more then to be able to sccept
thie invitation and to run down for another counle
df monthe to a city in which I feel myself &amp;s ‘auch ©
home as in any city in the United “tates, with the
sxcention of Moston. fFowvever, I do not conelder my~- 7
to be frce to accent tho invitation et prerent an?
Por the fTolloninr rensonr.

Several yeers sro I received an invitation from
various I-idien collengues and the Indian rovermment
Lo rive a reries of scientific lectures in Indie, and
laet winter after many viciscitudee, the whole thing
came of fe I wren ruert nt the Indian University et
Maiîiderbad, and snent a totsl of seven ve ke roinr fron
one en! of India to the other and plving lectures.
In fact, I crve como tuenty lectures during this perind.
Ihe trip vas enormously successful from my noirt of
viow and sufficiontly eucressful from the Indian point
of view thet I hnve received a return invitetion fer
from eix months to 8 yenr becrinminc a yoor {rom now.
sn the lest visit I vont alone, but on this or” .. 1e
proposed that I ro with my wife who, like mr ‘ - very
saçer for the trip. The offer 1s firm ard I + = ~lrees”
received in princinle, perninsion from » = -

nhend with my nlene.

ot

Yow, with a tris to Indin covering tha nrri-
the mid 1m of Decenber,l977 to the mn3dote ©

=: 4 &amp;nd with another tris in vier, coverinr
n7°t, 1f not the whole, of tho academic vernr
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3u 4 1954

[ have now finished Chapter 1, and tnough there are
a few spots wnere I think that your text is a little
confusing, these sro not many. tor the most part
Chapter 1 Coes exactly what it rhousd do. The reacer
A0OW Knovis wno yvcocu gre and what kind of mathematical
scri you are prepared to do. I don't thirk that it
Nill he entirely heipfus for ms to outiine Chester 2
in acvence, but I would like to make come suggestions
tor 1t.

You promise in Chanter L that you are about to spend
she summer of 1920 in Strashuryg, and should of
zourse be the first major thing that . ciscuss in
Chepter 2, but preceding it, pernaps you should in-
clude some of the material that appears in the en-
closed pages, covering the aestnetics of mathemetics
and ite relation to other kinds of art, Ther I tnirk
that you snould go on,as you have in these peges, to
Jiscucs vs sostulationsliem sand your cholce of the
Brownian motion over © Paracn space, belry careful,
of courses, to describe Renecn spece. Then go on very
simply to describe your trip to StresPurg, but be cure
chat you make it es interesting as your various descri:
sions in Chapter 1, Introduce as nanny pecole ss you
feei necessary, but be cereful to vive tnem substance
ard relevance snd try to work tne cnepter out ia sucn
3 way that you will always be involved in a coherent
situ«tion---a plot, so to speek---with a ciesriy stated
zoal and cleariy stetec obstacles aralinet whicn to ex-
srcise vour determination, Even your visits to dadamard
and f'rechet shouicd be introducec as it they were some-
tning for the reader to iook l1orwsré to witn anticina-
“ion ard uncertai/,ty.

[f it is enpronriate in tuis chapter to taik about the
Borel, Lesbegue and Gibbs reuatiorenip, then hy all
neans include it, but be careiul to be ss simole, as
soecitic ard as orderly ase possible.



This should be an extremely exciting chepter, since
nere for the first time you feel confident that you
vourseli have done some important mathematical work
and can speak if net as an ecual at least ses a fair
nompetitor to the lesders in the field.

! believe tnt your sister Constance will come into
inis chanter quite a bit, If I em correct, then I
pe 7:01 meke her a character rather than

; Let us know &amp;s muen about ner as

: let us know, too, es much as possible
“fect thet TFurone just after the war.LU
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South Tamworth
New Hamrehira
Lu oo 1.

= 1 ea

ini -

Jean”

Many thar be invitation tn {b&gt; r= Tan
of the Univ=~ “nie "la T1 -DAT-
Comm*ttee fo . nn "0°

afraid that whi rrnd *

that I wiil not b- 2 &gt;
Pact is thet rs Chae oo

demands on rr Lime roan

fatigue r—* "roeer "hk 1 the
1% wonl? bz the enri~at thie nn the world f~r
ta n°1 a mo tine ov 8s an external meet:

av1 feel thet [ herve enourh new nci--
arc Livery work to do so that these nrimar-
~truct ve interests should have a first 1!

"n°8



Jouth Tamuerth
Tarr Howe YH ip-~

ir. Franklyn El att "rector
“pehhprt Heprtwe Canto
‘de’ :
tay +

Yen
-

Just a word of thenks for your arr r~cinrtion €
TPE HUMAN USE CF HAM BEINGS: TO "13 have more
to sey on eimiler themes in two booker which ars nw
mnder vaye One £s the second volume of my auto
biography and the other concerns the philosonhy ef
invention. Both manuscrizts sre in the hands of
Joubleday and have been accented for publication,
and at least the latter will ancenr in the Anchor
“erirgs In bothoof them I po into considerable more
le’ © in my criticien o® the position of the modern

"at

~~on
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think I am in &amp; porition to soy something more
defini‘e ebout the datee of my proposed consultation.
[ em speaking at Philadelnhia before the American
‘ocicsuy of Planning Officiels on the tventy-seventh
of “entember. I eurrest that I arrive in Urbana (for
that îg the place where I believe you wish me ta
consult) on the twenty-fourth and stoy the twentv-
{ifthe “unday the twenty-sixth could be used if vou
decir: Tor 2 resort in Plainfield.

As thie 1s 8 combined tri» for two purpores, 1
am eur ecting the following distribution of expences:
the plenning officials had already acrecd to pay mv
expenses to Philedelphia end b-ck from Boston, and
ay etey in Philadelnhia. Surpose that we add un ny
complete expenres frou Bosto to Toston by way ¢
Jrbone, Plainfield, and Philadelnhia, and that you
aceume the rosnonsibility for all that nart of the
sxnenres not covered by the plan I provore with the
Kaerican Society of "lanning Officials. I think in
this way we can dovetnil the expenrer end male ther
lece for you than they would be if I were to under-
teke the entire abeence from home as tuo renare’
bet cam

a=

al



South Tamworth
New Hamsshire
August 4, 1954
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 Gremtr
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Many thanks for your kind letter of July 25.
[ do reed Germen end shall be glad to read the book
you are sending me, but I imerine it is waiting for
me when I return from my vacrtion. Aas to probability
theory, I have elways felt that von Mises misred the
boat by not tying his work u- with the Lebesrvue theory
of inteprntion. An American mothematicisn, Mr. Churchill
I believe, has taken von Mises'work and has shown
how it 1s translateble step by etep into that of
Lebesgue, As to Gibbs, he died in llew Haven, Connecticut
in 1905. Lebespue has already been dead for ten years,
Borel was still alive the last I heard, snd is in his
eirhtles. He ie &amp; member of the French Academy of
“ciences and if he can be re~ched,at all, he can be
reached there. As to the references to their works,
you can obtain them easily fron your mathematie ~
tollesruss at the Hebrew Universiti

~=-11"

Viener



Sanuth Tamworth
Ter ~pnire
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Mise Ruth Goodwin
Den-rtr ‘**thematics
Me - +titute of Technology

Cow achusetts

Dear -— 7 -

I am going to talk before the American Society
of Planning Officials in Philadelrhia on the twenty.
seventh of Sentember. They want biogranhical dope
on me. ‘rs. Cole had nrenared a fora covering this

which is somewhere among my parers. Will you dig
out a copy and send it to:

Mr. Denis O'Harrow, Executive Director
American Society of Planning Officiels
1313 East Sixtieth Stre=t
Chicaro %7, Illinois.

Ye are having a good time un here in the country
~d ar: so r'ad to be out of the hest -° ,h&gt; city.

Sine -»~ ~ ye

xAT | sa
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vour letter of July 30. 1 did
anne” © °frer +0 much. end porticulerly

~~ 0 see bothJd your .

han I come her
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Executive Director
Tanninr Offictale

“ty Ter ren

Desr

This ‘- to acknowledre receint of your letter
of July 30. Probably I shall come to "*Iirdrinhia
at the end eof a brief e~=r~rltinr tri, which wi: 1 teke
me to Urbana, Illinois I shal’ let you know the
details of the trin as gonn as vhav are clerrlv
formuloted, so that we CAN come tA a souiteble decision

of the expenses of the complete journey. In my oninion
Lhe fair division would be for your érranization tn
pey hotel exnenses în Philadelphia, torether vith 4*--
squivalent of sirplane or Pullman Rallwey expencen
from Barton to Philedelnhle and back to P-&lt;ton, leaving
nll other expenses ‘or the tr - fou Vee

enrineerine firm consuls fe



South Tamworth
Tew Ham-shire
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rrofsssor Sidnrv
The Chin Chat
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‘ird vour latter of July 52 very interectirr-
- arree with Terman*’s conclusions:

 Tau. 4, agree also that it is
“ra ? the able youngster to put him i
there he can heve a thorourh and ecceleratsad
tha’ “ba e-rînl feolation nf beînr laHa1/à

=
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The Technology Press
J OhmiEp)Ea EE

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

August © 1054

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Tnt ++

I sympathize with you in the loss which
know you have sustained in the death of M.
Freymann. I have reviewed the letters and
covnies of contracts which vou sent me and re-
curn them herewith. Your letter to M. Hermann
seems to me to be entirely right.

I think also that if he enters into con-
tracts for Spanish and Japanese translations
of CYBFRNTIICS following contracts of which he
sent you copies, his interests and yours are
properly safeguarded. I think it is entirely
all right to go ahead. I think this the more
strongly because of the very hard-headed escape
clause which appears as item 4 in the Japanese
contract and item 7 in the Spanish contract.

I take it that your work on extending the
quantum theoretical results of Siege! and your-
se'f has been satisfying and that, therefore, yc:
à" en‘ Ting the summer. Mcre power to you.

With ever” good wish,

Very trul r ronrs

F. G. Fassett, Jr.
Director

ickIta ? €



506 Eastwood Ave
lellmadge, Ohio
August 5, 1954

)ffice of the Sur.
‘assachuse
Cambridge *-

—

I~
he |

. Session

‘tmt- of Technology

Yentleme:

. one * * those who attended - 1554 Special Summer

Procvan 1 wish to compliment vou on the excellent organ-

zation of the Programs. Our week of attendance in F 689

vas a memorable one for Mr. Bushnell and mysel”

Jr

There is, however, a emall fever I would lix= = A

" sner gave those in attendance a ¢-t of mim=orr-—"ed

otes titled. "listhematical Problew.s of Communication Theory!

1seG in the 1953 Sumuer Session. He did not refer to these

10tes during the 1954 session, but on reading them I find

much of value and interest. Since pages 66-70, inclusive,

are missing from my cerv « * the notes, I would avonrefiate

your forwarains= * ~~ pither the missins pages or a second

no” - the not

Thar = nr hme 7 &gt; sv --*-trnnce vou can give

1 ema‘

To Aa 1x
 te re.y,

Que lead
Wo Cwe-r Alrcrart Coro

.indly adaress correspondence to ny home address avove



THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AUSTIN 12

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH August 6, 1954

Dear Professor Wiener,

I have recently read with great interest your Human Use of Human
Beings in the Doubleday reprint series. I was struck by the
similarity of some of the premises of cybernetiss--the tendency for
entropy to increase; human activity as a local enclave of resistance
etc.--and the ideas in Robert Frost's poem, “West Running Brook,"
published in 1928, I believe. You are doubtless familiar with the
poetry of your fellow New Englander, but I thought I might call your
attention to what seems to me, at any rate, a striking parallel.

Sincerely yours,

@ 7/5. P

Cl John C. Broderick

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts



AMERIGAN SOCIETY OF PLANNING OFFICIALS
Planning Advisory Service  - News Leller - Jouning Digest

“TONE FAIRFAX 4.34001313 EAST SIXTIETH STPTET e CHICAGO 37, FLLINO**

 RESIDENT

FRANCIS A. PITKIN
Executive Director,
Pennsylvania State
Planning Board

August 6, 195);

VICE-PRESIDENT

HENRY J. SULLIVAN
Chairman, Detroit
Metropolitan Area Regional
Planning Commission

Mr, Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

TREASURER

FERD KRAMER
President, Chicago
Metropolitan Housing
and Planning Council

Dear Mr, Wiener:

In your letter of July 21 you were concerned about the job of editing
your Keynote Address. The editing of the papers delivered at the
Conference for publication, proofreading, etc., is all handled by our
staff,

CONSULTANT

WALTER H. BLUCHER

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

HUMPHREY CARVER
Chairman, Research
Committee, Central
Morigage &amp; Housing
Corporation of Canada

CARL FEISS
Chief, Planning and
Engineering Branch
D.S.C.U.R.—H.H.F.A.

JOHN C. HOULIHAN
Chairman, Oakland City
Planning Commission

HAYDEN B. JOHNSON
City Manager,
Poughkeepsie, New York

PARK H. MARTIN
Executive Director,
Allegheny Conference on
Community Development

THOMAS F. McDONOUGH
Chairman, Boston City
Planning Board

HAROLD V. MILLER
Executive Director,
Tennessee State
Planning Commission

LAWRENCE M. ORTON
Commissioner, New York
City Planning Commission

RAFAEL PICO !
Chairman, Puerto Rico
Planning Board

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DENNIS O‘HARROW

The only question we have is whether you want us to use as your address
the paper that you sent to us a few weeks ago or whether you wish to make
any changes in this, any additions, etc. We would like to give your
paper to the man who is handling the publicity for the Conference so that
he can prepare a press release on it for the reporters who will be attend-
ing the Conference. We ordinarily get quite a bit of publicity on the
Conference speakers. If you have no objection to this we will follow
our usual practice of making available to the publicity chairman your
address. We can either send him the manuscript that you sent to us or
any revised manuscript that you may wish to prepare.

We will be very glad to clear with Mr, Epstein at Doubleday. Would it
be correct to tell him that the paper we wish to publish is based on
material you have prepared for inclusion in your forthcoming book, or
that it is the text of one of the chapters in that book? I am enclosing
a draft of a letter to Mr, Epstein for your approval,

Sincerely,

no
Er AAAS .

Executive Director

DOH:ds
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PURDUE UNIVERSITY
STATISTICAL LABORATORY

LAFAYETTE. INDIANA

August 6, 1954

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener,

The Indiana Chapter of the American Statistical Association an-
nually holds its November meeting at Purdue University. Although
most of our programs deal with applied statistics and related to-
pics, we attempt to find a speaker for the Purdue meeting who can
point out the horizons of statistical thinking from a more theore-
tical point of view. For example, last year we had Leonid Hurwicz
from Minnesota to talk on decision making.

Our audience is quite heterogenous since it consists of applied
statisticians at all levels as well as academicians. Nevertheless
we feel that you would be able to please and stimulate the whole
group with your philosophy and profound insight.

The Purdue meeting is schedule for Thursday, November 4. We have
one hundred dollars available for the speakers expenses. If it is
at all possible for you to favor us we shall be extremely grati-
fied. If adjustments in either the date or expense allowance would
be necessary, we should like to know of this, too.

We hope to hear from you soon so that we can proceed to plan for
this meeting.

Sincerely yours,

“1d ud
Paul Irick
Ass't, Prof. of Mathematics

PI/dct



F. L¥ LIONWAIS
24, rue du Champ de lars
Paris, 7ème

Joué-les-Tours, le 6 août 1954

Monsieur Norbert WISNER
South Tamworth
New Hampshire
(Etats-Unis)

“her NYonsieur Wiener,

votre lettre du 29 juillet m'apriorte non seulement une
ponne nouvelle - celle de votre acceptation de collaborer à
non ouvrage sur "La Méthode dans les Sciences Modernes” - mais

aussi tout un chargement d'entropie négative,

Vous avez trouvé le moyen de r‘unir dans une structure
simple et évidente des roints de vue que je connaissais tous
très bien sérarément depuis des années (rhysique Gibbsienne,
Kesure de Lebesgue, Théorie des Types de* Kussell, Théorème de
36del) meis que je n'avais jamais rensé à rarprocher. De sotte
qu'evant même d'être sûr que je suis d'accord avec vous, je
-rouve déjà un grand ylaisir artistique dans ces associations,

Kais le fond de votre thèse est évidemment encore plus
imrortent que sa forme. Ses conclusions r- joignent ma rositDon
personnelle vis-à-vis de la Théorie des Tyres. L'originalité de
vos arguments suscitera certpinement Ces discussions approfon-
lies, Quel est le domaine d'extension maximum du point de vue
ribbsien ? Cù passe sa frontière à l'int*rieur de la Science ?
La ïhysique des Champs relève-t-elle de sa juridiction ? J'au-
rais bien d'rutres questions à soulever, mais il me fandrait
un peu plus de temps pour la réflexion et je ne veux pas retar-
Jer cette lettre.

J'envoie une copie de notre correspondance à «, Vallée.

Nous nous réjouissons beeucou:, mc femme et moi, de vous
revoir à l'occasion de votre prochain pessane à Paris. J'espère
que vous nous en ferez connaître les dates de manière à nous

permettre de --sevver nutre temps.

Nous vous adressons, ainsi qu'à liadame Wiener, nos bien

amicales rensées.
re

, Vo .

oan Og(



WERNER NOBEL, M.D.
474 MAIN STREET

GREENFIELD, MASS.

TELEPHONE 9706
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South Tamworth
Ney H--- -hire
‘yes 454

Ur. Lawrence J. Fogel
Stavid Engineering, Inc.
312 Park Avenue
P]e +77 "a. New Jersey

Bo a awe

ane “vr ‘ha twentietn of Tartember are

--muchwant to see the photographs you

-7 erateful for vour annreciation

Leture

Sincere. y yours,

Tarbert Wiener
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ir. Dennis O'Harrow, Executive Director
Americ ©-~ aty of Planning Officlals
]7" LE va Street
Ch “rr?

LL
-Nr

© y acknowledre receipt of your letter

 2 ouly Loe This indicates that I concur with

your plans.

Sincere! ¥Y youre,

Norbert Wiener

Jv
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South Tamworth
Ver Hor achire, ©ar

~ think thet an adequate dedication of my naper
vo rlancherel mirht resd as follows:

To Professor Plancherel, the founder of the
precise theory of the Fourier integral and
the inspiration of my work on harmonic
an” “rata.”

 kh HW

yours

“orbery Wiener
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CLASS OF SERVICE

“This is a full-rate
Telegram or Cable-

gram unless its de-ered character is in-
dicated by a suitable
symbol above or pre-
 ceding the address.
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UNIOI

FX-1201

#4 +
SYMBOLS

DL=Day Letter

NL=Night Letter

‘LT=Int' Letter Telegram

{VLT =Int'l Victory Ler.
\ or

The filing time shown in the date line on telegrams and day letters is STANDA RD TIME at point of origin. Timeofreceipt is STANDARD TIME at pointof destination
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

5750 ELLIS AVENUE - CHICAGO 37 - ILLINOIS

august 9, 1954

Tx. Norbert Wiener
M. I. Te
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I have sent you an advance copy of
ME HUMAN ANIMAL, with the compliments
of the University of Chicago Press.

I hope that you will be interested in
Weston La Barre's study of man = a

synthesis of what is presently known
about our species in the related
sciences of man.

I have inclosed a return envelope,
hoping that yen 7 tell us what you
think of THE 7° “IMAL. Should the
occasion arise, we would like to repeat
your comments so that this book will
find a larger audience,

Yours truly,

Ban buCi

Barbara Lovett
Sales and Advertising

CW

inc,
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South Tamworth
New Famnghire
\uruet 9. 1954

dre Fe G. Fassett, Jr.
The technology Press
eassechusetts Institute of Technolog;
“ambridee 39, Massachusetts

Near PFaseat”

‘any than!s for your letter of the fifth.
am returning the contracts to Fermann with any necessèr.

naterial filled out.

C&lt;+nçcerelv vour

aArher Hiane?

{Wejc



Hermann * Cie

8, Rue f
Paris

- Sorbonne

Tranon

Dear ir . Hermann:

S&lt;uth Tarvarih
Tay Heaven Pa.
Area +

{ am returning the conies of the contracts which you have
sent me rs one of them is the wrong contract and concerns
Schwartz's work. If my contract is like that, please go ahead
with it as also with the Bompiani and the Spanish contract
which you are making. I have had my friends here check them
un end they are in complete accord with what vou are doinr.

Sincerely yours

Norbert Wiener

-,-
cv
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) PAUL VAN T. HEDDEN

i planning, zoning, and municipal consultant
Lo

30 - 14th Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia

August 1. 1954

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Di Vieng

Dennis O'Hara informs me that you are to be the keynote
speaker at the ASPC Conference in Philadelphia next
month. I was delighted to learn of this having read your
two books on cvbernetics.

[ am concerned with the implications to be found in Chapter
X of The Human Use of Human Beings on page 187. It is
indicated that the development of the automatic machine
will result from the loss of manpower on the battlefield
in the next world war. It is common knowledge that we

have many machines of potential destruction which are
to a large extent either automatic or semi-automatic at
the present time and undoubtedly many in preparation
which the ordinary layman knows nothing about. As one
interested in the future of our society in its genetic sense
as well as the preservation of our civilization, if such be
possible, through the next holocaust, I am concerned with
the destruction of our manpower on the battlefield rather
than the use of some robot, if you will, which might be able
to replace a man at the point of danger and permit man to
continue in his role as a factory or at least a productive worker

[ realize that much can be gained in relieving man, that is
the production worker, from the repetitive tasks which now
employ so many thousands. But in lieu of such occupation
I fear that our economy would scarce stand what you refer
to as the second industrial revolution without severe politica:
consequences which might be even worse than the next war.
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PAUL VAN T. HEDDEN
AH, " planning, zoning, and municipal consultant

| TY

Lt Dr. Wiener - pag

[ am looking forward :c meat.ar
next month.

With best wishes, I am

Since”

seu in hilacelnhir

Ours

van T



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS August 10, 1954

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hempshire
Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you very much for your letter of August 3. I was inter-
ssted in learning of your invitation to Mexico for this fall. I
now that the invitation must have been very tempting to you but
[ certainly can see how you felt you could not go at this time.
Your letter to Mr. Russell was a warm and friendly one and cer-
tainly should make your friends 1n Mexico understand your re-
luctance to go now and also make them aware of how much you have
ralued your other visits there.

I am pleased at how well y&amp;m}\summer program with Lee went
this year. I am very gled that you had the program. I know that ît
is valued by everyone at M.I.T. and also by the participants from
outside.

There 1s very little in the way of Department news. C.C. Lin
returned yesterdey for a two or thrr &gt; ‘73%. The maîn purpose
ls so that his wife may receive hc «+. . think that
she plans to get them today. 1 tal san e“rlier this
morning and everything seems to be 5 12 t Il with his
family. He seems much more rela- = 1 end I am sure
that the worst is over.

One of our new C.L.E. Moore Instructors, Glen E. Baxter, 1s
working at Cornell this summer on the applications of probability
to Physics, Also, à Research Associate, Bayard Renkin, from Califor
nifa is now here and he seems interested in this direction. I feel
that these two will gain a great deal from seeing you and Siegel
this fall and I hope that they will have something to contribute
themselves. It looks as though we will have an active year in
che fall. I am very glad that your work on quantum theory is
zoîng so well. The invitations from the city planners in Phile-
delphia and University of Californie are very interesting and I
am glad that you have been able to accept them. Your ideas on
instrumentation of airplsnes arr certaînly interesting and should
prove very fruitful.

I had a pl asant stew I:
with my far y. I *
regards.

Vory sincere'v yours,

“7 Mertin

vw



From the News Service
Mass. Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

For Release in MORNING Papers

of TUESDAY, August 10, 1954,

Dr. James H, Neans, formerly Chief of edical Service at the

Massachusetts General Hospitsl and Jackson Professor of Medicine

at Harverd ledical School, has been appointed Acting Medical Direc-

tor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dr. Means has been consulting physician on the medical staff

of M.I.T. since hls retirement from the Massachusetts General

Hospital in 1951, He will be in charge of 211 medical services

at the Institute until the eprointment of a permanent director to

succeed Dr, Dana L. Farnsworth, who has been apwnointed Henry K.

Oliver Professor of Hyciene at Harvard University.
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UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
MEDICAL SCHOOL

PORTLAND 1, OREGON

DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY

August 10, 1954

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Dept. of Mathematics
Massachusetsetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I regret to inform you that it will be impossible
for me to take the fellowship which you so kindly
offered to sponsor this fall. 4 prolonged siege
of influenza has prevented me from getting our
laboratory and home in order for the long leave ~~
absence.

It 1s a big dissapointment since I was looking forward
to learning some of your ideas, However, it will give
me an opportunity to get some ©. Ih: elementary courses
out of the way so that I will L in a better position
to understand some of the problems.

It 1s hoped that vou hava r * been inconvenienced
* “wor Ta Ie, "respect your good faith,

wt kind rezard.s gna ~rat’ltude

Sincerely yours,

J,2 Fé 47

Tunturi
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Stewart 5. Cole
347 South Norton Avenue
Los Angeles 5, California

August 11, 1954

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

My dear Dr. Wiener:

In view of the confusion in contemporary thinking about
the validity of any dependable source of moral and
spiritual values, I am undertaking an inquiry into the
religious foundations of faith of representative men
and women.

The purposes of this stuly ares

to provide a challenge for re-thinking the founda-
tions of human purpose and values in the mid-
twentieth century;

to assess the impacts of the Judaeo-Christian
religions, the worldview cf modern science, and
the historic democratic value-structure, upon man
in his search for a valid faith;

to publish a vigorous statement representing a
variety of viewpoints of recoznized and dedicated
men and women; the profit, ir any, to go to a
worthy program, such as the World'= Tension Study
sponsored by UNESCO.

The response I received to a paper in a symposium on
"Foundations of World Organization" by the Conference on
Science, Philosophy and Religion in Relatizn t&gt; the Demo-
cratic Way of Life, stimulated me to under.ske this
inquiry. Attached you will find a reprint of the article
with editorial abbreviations. Using this paper as a
springboard, would you be willing to contribute your
personal testimony in terms of the five questions that
are raised at the end of the article?



- \

following persons are being invited to participate:

Archibald MacLeish
Jacques Maritain
Richard P. lMcKeon
Margaret Mead
Lewis Mumford
Edward R. Murrow
Reinhold Niebuhr
F.S,C. Northrop
Harry A. Overstreet
Liston Pope
Nathan i. Pusey
Anna Eleanor Roosevelt
Carl Sandburg
Paul A. Schilpp
Albert Schweitzer
Harlow Shapley
Fulton John Sheen
Pitirim A. Sorokin
Mark Starr
Ordway Tead
Howard Thurman
Paul J. Tillich
Henry P. Van Dusen
Henry N. Wieman
Norbert Wiener

Jordon W. Allport
Lyman Bryson
Pearl S. Buck
Ralph Bunche
Vannevar Bush
Richard E. Byrd
Brock Chisholm
Arthur Compton
James B. Conant
Monroe H. Deutsch
Paul H. Douglas
Irwin Edman
Harry Emerson Fosdick
Lawrence K. Frank
Simon Greenberg
Theodore 1. Greene
A. Eustace Haydon
Helen Hayes
Paul G. Hoffman
EB. Stanley Jones
Mordecai M. Kaplan
Adolphe Keller
William H. Kilpatric
Harold D. Lasswell
David E. Lilienthal
Walter Lippmann

Included in the list are individuals from the fields of the
physical and social sciences, the arts, history, public
affairs, psychology and philosophy, as well as spokesmen
for the Protestant, Catholic and Jewish faiths. The broader
the range of representative viewpoints, the richer the
anthology will De.

It may interest you to know the reactions of three men with
respect to this proposal. William H. Kilpatrick has
written, "I am very glad that you are undertaking just such
a study. The world needs a remaking of the religious out-
look.". Harry Emerson Fosdick says, "The matter with which
you are dealing is central to the whole theological outlook
eeses (the study should be) not only valuable but exciting."
And Paul Schilpp comments, "I shall be glad to cooperate in
this exceedingly worthwhile enterprise...



I trust that you agree concerning the high importance of
this undertaking, designed solely as a service, and that
you will cooperate in the study.

I am planning to attend the Conference on Science, Philo-
sophy and Religion, which convenes at Harvard University
August 30 - 31 and September 1 - 2. I would be happy to
meet you at your office any time during one of these
four days to discuss this proposal, and should prefer
that you delay making your personal reaction to the
inquiry until we have had an opportunity to discuss the
project together. Will you please indicate in the
enclosed envelope the hour and the place where we can
meet, and advise me as promptly as possible?

Sincerely yours,

SYN CG Gide

Stewart G. Cole

Encl,
SGC:as

7



"RY INTO THE RELIGIOUS FOUNDATIONS
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From Stewart G. Cole

cooperate ia the conduct ct this inquiry

= «
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

August 11, 1954

Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I am sending you a copy of the announcement and the
program of the 1954 Symposium on Information Theory which will be held
at M.I.?. on September 15-17. This is the Symposium I told you about
when we were running the summer session course. The Organizing Come
mittee is extremely pleased with your acceptance of its invitation to
be the after-dinner speaker at the banquet on Thursday, September 16.
We would appreciate your informing us of the title of the speech a few
days in advance.

Professor Fano, Chairman of the Symposium, wishes to
welcome you to all of the sessions of the Symposium. Particularly, he
hopes that you will participate in the discussion of those papers which
interest you.

I have your letter concerning the request of Professor
Vowels of Australia, and have attended to the matter. Apparently he
does not know of our patents.

I am glad that you have recovered from the fatigue.
Your part in the course was the most difficult to handle, and I know
that the summer session group fully appreciated it.

 yours,

YWL/re

/ A4



ANNOUNCEMENT

195]; SYMPOSIUM ON INFORMATION THEORY

to be held at

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

September 15-17, 1954

The Program for the 195 Symposium on Information Theory is attached
herewith together with registration material. The Symposium has been
&gt;rganized by the Professional Group on Information Theory in cooperation
with the Research Laboratory of Electronics at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and is also sponsored by the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, the International Scientific Radio Union (URSI), the Office of
Naval Research, The Air Research and Development Command and the Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories.

Seventeen papers will be presented at this Symposium reporting new
results and applications of information theory in the areas of: detection,
srediction, organization, coding, and retrieval of information,

The Symposium will be of interest primarily to serious workers in the
field. Authors have been instructed to minimize the review and tutorial
sontent of their papers on the assumption that those attending the Symposium
vill be familiar with information theory. Only three papers are scheduled
for each half-day session in order that ample time will be available for.
creative and thorough discussion arrangements have been made for organizing
informal evening sessions on profitable topics that might arise,

All program papers will be published in a special issue of the
TRANSACTIONS of the Professional Group on Information Theory so as to pro-
vide everyone with the opportunitytoreadthe papers before coming to the
Symposium. Each speaker may thus devote most of his talk to presenting
supplementary material and discussing points that have been suggested by the
other papers or raised from the floor. These informal comments by the
leading information theorists in this country should, in themselves, provide
a most stimulating feature of this Symposium program.

The TRANSACTIONS, totaling more than 200 pages, will be mailed by
September 1, 1954, PGIT members will receive this publication automatically
as an issue of the regular PGIT TRANSACTIONS. Members of the IRE and other
sponsoring organizations who plan to attend the Symposium should return
the enclosed order blank by August 15, 1954 if they are to receive their
copy of the TRANSACTIONS prior to the Symposium.

A Banquet will be hald at the MIT Faculty Club on Thursday evening
September 16, 1954. Those who plan to attend are requested to so indicate
when returning the enclosed order blank. Attendance at the banquet is
limited to 200 and reservations will be made in order of receipt.

Arrangements for hotel accommodations should be made by the individual.
On the reverse side is a list of Boston Hotels and their rates.



BOSTON HOTELS AND THEIR RATES

195) SYMPOSIUM ON INFORMATION THEORY
to be held at

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

September 15-17, 195)

WG

Bellevue - 21 Beacon St., Boston
Mr, Stanley

Jommander - 16 Garden St., Cambridge
Reservation Manager

Single Rooms
with Bath

$5.25 an 8.00

Double Rooms
with Bath

$9.25 - 10.00

deu

6.00 - 8.00 92.00 - 12.00

Continental ~ 29 Garden St... Cambridge
Mr. Steele 7.00 9.00 = 11.00

issex = 695 Atlantic Ave., Boston
Mr. Hansey L.00 = 6.50 6.50 oo 11.00

6.50 -11,00 11.00 = 15.00
6.00 10.00)

Kenmore - L490 Commonwealth, Boston
Miss Ludwig (Special Rates

Lenox - 61 Exeter St., Boston
Mr. Wo P. Sullivan 5.00 - 6.00 8.00 « 10.00

7.00 =11.00 10.00 - 12.00

12,00 =14.00 16,00 - 18.00

Lincolnshire - 20 Charles St., Boston

Ritz-Carlton - 15 Arlington St., Boston
Miss E. O'Neil

Shelton ~ 91 Bay State Rd., Boston

Sheraton Plaza - Copley Sq., Boston
Reservation Manager

6.00 -10.00

6.85 - 8.85

6.00 -10.50

6.00 - 8.00

11.50

10.00 = 17.00

Statler - Park Square, Boston
Front Office Manarer 10.00 - 16.50

8.00 - 11.00Touraine - 62 Boylston St., Boston

Tendome - 160 Commonwealth Ave., Boston
Mr. Re E. Palmer

Bradford - 275 Tremont St., Boston

L.50 = 6.00

6.40 ~ 7.Ly5

6.50 - 8.75

8.00 - 11,00

9.50 - 13.00

9.50 - 1L.00Parker House - Trement St., Boston



PROGRAM

195, SYMPOSIUM ON INFORMATION THEORY

to be held at

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

September 15-17, 1954

Wednesday, September 15

9:00 A.M. REGISTRATION

In front of Room 10-250, M.I.T. (All meetings will be held in Room 10-250).

9s)5 A.M, OPENING REMARKS =~ R. M. Fano, Research Laboratory of Electronics, M.I.T.

10:00 AM. CODING I - Chairman, J. B. Wiesner, Research Laboratory of
_— Electronics, M.I.T.

| "Some New Basic Results in Information Theory", by A. Feinstein

"Binary Coding", by M. J. E. Golay7

3, "Error-Free Coding", by P. Elias

2:00 P.M. CODING IT - Chairman, W. G. Tuller, Malpar, Inc.

i. "A Class of Multiple-Error Correcting Codes and the Decoding Scheme",
bv I. S. Reed

5. "Codine for Fixed Data Rate Systems", by R. A. Silverman and M. Balser

Thursday, September 16

9:30 A.M. INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATION = Chairman, B. McMillan, Bell Telephone
C Laboratories

y "Tnformation, Organization and Systems", by J. Rothstein

7. an Information-Theoretic Model of Organizations", by M. Kochen

8. "Simulation of Self-Organizing Systems by Digital Computer", by
B. G. Farley and W. A. Clark

(Continued on reverse side)



2500 P.M, ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION - Chairmen, L. A. deRosa,
Federal Telecommmications Labs.

9. "A Study of Ergodicity and Redundancy based on Intersymbol
Correlation of Finite Range", by S. Watanabe

10. "Multivariate Information Transmission", by W. J. McGill

11. "Choice and Coding in Information Retrieval Systems", by C. N. Mooers

7¢00 P.M. BANQUET ~- M.I.T. Faculty Club Dining Room,
Dr, Norbert Wiener, After-dinner speaker

Friday, September 17
9130 A.M. DETECTION AND PREDICTION, I - Chairman, E. Weber, Polytechnic Institute

of Brooklyn

12, "Modern Statistical Approaches to Reception in Communication Theory",
by D. Van Meter and D. Middleton

1

ll

"A Nonlinear Prediction Theory", by R. F. Drenick

"The Detection of Signals Perturbed by Scatter and Noise", by R. Price

2:00 P.M. DETECTION AND PREDICTION, II = Chairman, L. G. Abraham, Bell Telephone
Laboratories

15. "The Theory of Signal Detectability", by W. W. Peterson, T. G. Birdsall,
and Ww. C. Fox

16. "The Human Use of Information, I - Signal Detection for the Case
of the Signal Known Exactly", by W. P. Tanner, Jr., and W. A. Swets

1% ‘The Human Use of Information, II - The Problem of Simultaneous vs,
Independent Observation When There is Uncertainty in One of the
Signal Parameters", by W. P. Tanner, Jr,, and R. Z. Norman



HERMANN &amp; C"
_ SOCIÉTÉ A RESPONSABILITÉ LIMITÉE ——

8, RUE DE LA SORBONNE - PARIS (5")

REP. DES PROD. 401 SEINE C. A. O.

+

PA,

N° D'ENT. 553-75105-0012

LIBRAIRES EDITEURS
CAPITAL 3.888.000 FRS - Rr. C. SEINE 232254B —

TELEPHONE : ODEO t-1¢8

COMPTE CHEQUES POT. 416-5C

Paris, le .

Monsieur Norbert WIEN™R

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

CAMBRIDGE 39
{ Massachusetts )

U.Sele

Cher Monsieur Wiener

Je suis d'accord avec vous pour soumettre doréna-
vant &amp; la Technology Press qui vous représentera, tous les cone
trats relatifs aux traductions en langues étrangères de " Cyber-
netics " ,

Pour ce qui concerne la traduction en langue Ita-
lienne, elle a bien paru en 1953, et la Maison ” Valentino BOM-=
PIANT &amp; Cie " nous a versé, à la date du I8 Février 1953, la
somme de Francs 70 .000,-, représentant l'avance prévue au con-
trat, de 10 % sur I.000 exemplaires . Le prix fort de l'édition
ltalienne est de 900 Lires .

Quand vous êtes passé à Paris. en Décembre dernier,
on vous a versé la moitié de cette somme , s *’ -.. Frs. 35,000

et les droits d'auteur sur les exemplaire *
l'édition française vendus en 1953, soit ..…..…..…..….. = 29,440
“ SAN exemplaires à 80 Frs. ) , représentant au total: “54 440,

qui vous ont été versés le 2I Décembre 1953 .

1 me
Veuillez agréer, Cher Monsieur Wiener. l'assurance

sy sentiments distinguds .
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